
 

 

LETTER FROM OUR FOUNDER 
 

For investors: 
 
We believe in a partnership with you.  Too often people in our business 

forget you are our clients and it’s your money.  We want to hear your views 

and the investments we make will be informed by them.  As enthusiastic 

proponents of the co-investment trend in alternative asset investing, we 

think that this further strengthens alignment.   

 

Experience has shown that the way for us to deliver the best outcome we 
can for you is to have our economic interests aligned as closely as we can 

with yours.  As the old Australian saying goes: 'In the race of life always back 

the horse called "Self-Interest" as that's the one you know is trying'.  We do 

this by making sure our money is invested alongside yours, together with 

only receiving our override after you receive adequate base return.  

 
The settled research has proven that the bulk of an investor's returns are delivered by asset allocation and that is your task; 

ours is investment evaluation which is an important but derivative task.  As alternatives become a bigger part of a portfolio, 

the simple categories that large investors used to make no longer suffice.  You now need a better way to target what you 

are getting in an alternative portfolio and we know this requirement will grow and grow. 

 

At the same time as allocations are growing, the generation of alpha is getting tougher and tougher.  The business models 

of "debt and prayer" for private equity and "spray and pray" for the venture guys of the past just won’t last.  Building 
sustainable platforms of management and networks to generate superior returns is much harder now, but we believe 

businesses become far more valuable when you have a successful and seasoned team. 

 

Furthermore, the long term is getting longer term and we are moving further out the yield curve in our equity investing to 

obtain superior performance.  Whilst that creates a problem for monitoring, it does create superior multiples of money. 

  

Finally, it is worth noting that we, more than almost all others, ‘eat our own cooking’ and really believe in an alignment of 
interests with our own money and fee arrangements. This is demonstrated by me having the overwhelming bulk of my net 

worth invested along-side you. 

   

For entities looking to raise capital: 
 

We are different: we are financiers, not industrialists. Our philosophy is simple and one built around genuine partnership 

and our model in this regard is very old school.  There may be smarter people out there than us who may think they can 

run your business better than you. If you need them, then we’re not the ones for you.  We invest in business owners who 

have created successful businesses that dream bigger. We support them to realise their own ambitions by: 

 
1. Giving them the capital they need to rapidly transform their businesses; 

2. Introducing industry experts as either co-investors, directors or senior management – these people have extensive 

industry networks and have often trodden the same path before; and 

3. Providing strategic and financial guidance from our team’s extensive experience. 

  

If you need money and support but not interference, we are a group you should seriously consider.  Be humble, tell the 

truth, listen and deliver the bad news early and we will get on great.   
 

Kind Regards, 

 

 
 

Mark Carnegie 


